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Results useful to: Reliability analysts and theoreticians
Abstract-Let GK denote a graph G whose edges can fail and with a
set K C V specified. Edge failures are independent and have known pro-
babilities. The K-terminal reliability of GK, R(GK), is the probability that
all vertices in K are connected by working edges. A factoring algorithm
for computing network reliability recursively applies the formula R(GK)
= piR(GK * eC) + qiR(GK - e) where GK * ec is GK, with edge ec con-
tracted, GjK - ei is GK with e deleted andpi m 1 - qi is the reliability of
edge ei. Various reliability-preserving reductions can be performed after
each factoring operation in order to reduce computation. A unified
framework is provided for complexity analysis and for determining op-
timal factoring strategies. Recent results are reviewed and extended within
this framework.
1. INTRODUCTION
Factoring algorithms for exact computation of
K-terminal reliability in undirected networks have existed
since at least 1958, viz, Moskowitz [1]. A number of papers
addressed the subject beginning in the 1970s but with little
attention paid to computational complexity, eg, Misra [2],
Murchland [3], Rosenthal [4, 5], Nakazawa [6]. More
recently, however, several papers have addressed worst-
case computational complexity and the optimality of
classes of factoring algorithms and related algorithms, eg,
Ball [7, 8], Ball & Nemhauser [9], Chang [10], Johnson
[11], Satyanarayana & Chang [12], and Wood [13]. The
purpose of this paper is to establish a unified framework
for understanding these results, review and expand the
results within this framework, and provide directions for
future research.
qi I -pi
G *ej G with ei contracted
G - ei G with ei deleted
X a chain of vertices and edges
R(GK) K-terminal reliability of GK
L(GK) number of leaf nodes in a backtrack search struc-
ture of a factoring algorithm for computing R(GK)
D(GK) domination of GK
A(G) minimum domination of G
r(G) number of spanning trees in G
Ri reliability-preserving reduction i
%(022) additive (multiplicative) constant for a
reliability-preserving reduction
R a set of reliability-preserving reductions
F an algorithmic framework
S an edge-selection strategy for factoring
N set of graphs associated with nodes of a backtrack
search structure
L set of graphs associated with leaf nodes of a
backtrack search structure
The reliability problem is: Let G = (V, E) be a graph
whose edges can fail statistically independently of each
other, with known probabilities. Every vertex vj E V is
perfectly reliable. The edge-failure probability for edge e,
E E is qj and the edge reliability is pi = 1 - qi. Now, a set
K c V must be specified for G. These vertices are the
K-vertices of G, and GK denotes the graph G with K
specified. The K-terminal reliability of GK, R(GK), is the
probability GK is connected, ie, that all K-vertices in GK
are connected by working edges where R(GK) _ 1 if KJ =
1. The K-terminal network reliability problem is the prob-
lem of computing R(GK). This problem is a member of the
class of #P-complete (number P-complete) problems which
is a class of NP-hard problems not known to be in NP. See
Ball [14] in this issue for a comprehensive review of these
concepts.
The factoring theorem of network reliability is the
basis for a class of algorithms for computing K-terminal
reliability. This theorem [15] establishes the validity of the
following conditional reliability formula:
(1)Notation R(GK) = PjR(GK' * ei) + q,R(GK - ei)
G = (V, E) an undirected graph G with vertex set V
and edge set E
GK G with K c V specified
ei an edge, ei E E
vi a vertex, vj E V
Pi probability ei E E is functioning
where G*ej is G with edge ei = (u, v) contracted; G - ei is
Gwith ei deleted; K' =Kifu,vo K; orK' =K- u - v
+ u U v if u E K or v E K. The theorem is the topological
interpretation of this simple conditional reliability formula
for a general binary system S with components ei:
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The factoring theorem is useful in two ways.
1. It can be used as a method to derive and prove the
validity of reliability-preserving reductions such as the
well-known series and parallel reductions.
2. It is the basis for a whole class of algorithms for
computing network reliability.
Moskowitz [1] was the first to employ the factoring
theorem directly as a means of calculating network
reliability. Eq. (1) can be recursively applied to the induced
graphs, and reliability-preserving reductions can be made
where applicable within the recursion. Eventually the in-
duced graphs are reduced to simple structures, like single
edges, for which reliability is trivially computed, or some
K-vertices become disconnected, in which case the reliabil-
ity of the induced graph is zero. In this way, the reliability
of any network could be computed, at least in principle.
This method of computing network reliability is known as
factoring. Factoring is a special case ofpivotal decomposi-
tion of a binary system [16]. Pivotal decomposition is
possible for all systems where (2) holds but where (1) does
not necessarily hold: Either the system is not a network or
the reliability measure being used makes (1) invalid.
Figure la is an example of factoring with series and
parallel reductions applied to a simple graph, and figure lb
shows the binary backtrack search structure associated with
a recursive algorithm carrying out the computations. Com-
plexity of a factoring algorithm with a binary backtrack
search structure is measured by the number of terminal
(leaf) nodes in the search structure. A major theme in the
complexity analysis of factoring algorithms is to determine
which edges should be selected for factoring so as to
minimize the number of leaves in the search structure.
Although the purpose of this paper is to review
theoretical aspects of factoring, remember that factoring
algorithms have several practical advantages over other
types of algorithms for computing network reliability. Of
course, like all general-purpose network reliability
algorithms, factoring algorithms require exponential time
in the worst case. However, as long as only numerical
answers are required, the amount of storage required by a
factoring algorithm is at most quadratic in the size of the
network. This is true because at most El recursive factor-
ings need ever be made and thus, at most IE modified
copies of the network need ever be maintained in a stack at
any time. Boolean-algebra approaches, eg, Fratta & Mon-
tanari [17], Abraham [181, which require enumeration of
success or failure sets, and the composition approach of
Buzacott [19] all normally require exponential storage.
Inclusion-exclusion methods, eg, Satyanarayana &
Prabhaker [20], Satyanarayana [21], do not necessarily re-
quire exponential storage, but they do enumerate all the
success or failure sets (in a network) which are usually ex-
ponential in the size of the network. Factoring algorithms
often seem to do better. For instance, the number of suc-
cess sets for an all-terminal problem defined on a complete
graph G is the number of spanning trees in G, namely
IVIVI-2. But, a factoring algorithm for this problem
which uses parallel and degree-2 reductions produces only
(I VI - 1)! leaf nodes in its search structure. The advan-
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Figure la. Example of factoring with series-parallel reductions
on a simple graph
Figure lb. Binary backtrack search structure.
Figure 1. Example of factoring
Intuitively, another advantage of factoring algorithms
is that they use the topological structure of a network
which Boolean-algebra methods do not explicitly do. By
factoring a graph, special topological structures such as
series and parallel edges become available for reduction
and thus the state space which must be considered is
reduced.
A disadvantage of factoring is that only a narrow
range of reliability measures can be analyzed using a true
factoring algorithm. Ball [8] investigates the use of pivotal
decomposition algorithms for reliability measures in net-
works where the factoring theorem of network reliability
does necessarily not apply, and Ball & Nemhauser [91 in-
vestigate pivotal decomposition algorithms in general
binary systems. The lack of a factoring theorem and the
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lack of available reductions make these algorithms less at-
tractive than true factoring algorithms, although reductions
over state enumeration are still obtained. Another disadvan-
tage of factoring is that directed networks can only be
handled in a limited way, Agrawal [22], Nakazawa [6].
The first theoretical analysis of factoring algorithms
and related algorithms appears in Ball's dissertation (7]. It
shows that a simple factoring algorithm for computing all-
terminal reliability optimally produces exactly r(G) leaf
nodes in the algorithm's backtrack search structure, where
r(G) is a graph invariant, the number of spanning trees in
G. By substituting base for spanning tree, this result can be
generalized to any binary system formed by a matroid, Ball
& Nemhauser [91.
The first breakthrough to the general K-terminal
problem is found in Chang [10] and Satyanarayana &
Chang [12]. They use a graph invariant D(GK), called
domination, to analyze the complexity of computing
K-terminal reliability using a factoring algorithm with
series and parallel reductions. Like r(G), D(GK) had a fac-
toring theorem associated with it, and using this theorem
they show that:
1. The factoring algorithm is optimal, ie, it has the
minimum possible number of leaf nodes in its backtrack
search structure, if that number is equal to D(GK).
2. This is true if and only if a particular edge-selection
strategy is used for factoring.
Unlike r(G), however, there is no known polynomial
method for computing D(GK) and thus no simple way of
calculating the computational requirements of a particular
problem in advance.
Satyanarayana (23] first introduces the concept of
minimum domination, ,L(G) = min D(GK), and uses this
K:jKf =2
to find an optimal edge-selection strategy for a factoring
algorithm for the all-terminal problem which uses degree-2
and parallel reductions. See also Cpang (10]. Johnson [11]
expands the optimal edge-selection strategy and shows that
minimum domination is equivalent to the Crapo beta-
invariant of the graphic matroid. Finally, Wood (13]
describes a K-terminal factoring algorithm which optimal-
ly produces A(G) leaf nodes for 2 < KJ < 5, or VI - 2 <
IKI < VI. This algorithm uses ordinary reductions and
polygon-to-chain reductions along with a restricted edge-
selection strategy. When the restriction on edge-selection is
removed, the algorithm can produce fewer than p(G) leaf
nodes but never more.
Section 2 defines necessary graph-theoretic terms, and
section 3 describes a number of reliability-preserving
reductions which can be employed in a factoring
algorithm. Section 4 formally describes the factoring
theorem of network reliability. Section 5 defines an
algorithmic framework for the factoring algorithm,
describes this algorithm's binary search structure, and
reviews earlier results using graph invariants for complexity
analysis. Section 6 proves the new results on the K-terminal
network reliability problem. Section 7 provides a brief con-
clusion and suggests additional techniques for devising
even more efficient factoring algorithms.
2. GRAPH THEORETIC DEFINITIONS
This section defines a few basic graph-theoretic terms
and emphasizes certain concepts that are useful in this
paper. A graph G = (V, E) is composed of two finite sets:
V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. The defini-
tion of graph used in this paper allows parallel edges
(multiple edges with the same endpoints) and self-loops
(edges of the form e = (u, u)).
Two vertices u and v are connected if there exists a se-
quence of vertices and edges of the form u, (u, v1), v1, (v1,
v2), ..., (v,-1. v,), vi, (v1, v), v. Such a sequence is a path,
and the path is a cycle if the first and last vertices are iden-
tical. A set of vertices K C V is connected if there exists a
path between all pairs of vertices in K. G is connected if V
is connected.
A graph G' = (V', E') is a subgraph of G = (V, E) if
V' c Vand E' c E. Let Vo be a subset of the vertices of V
in G and let G - VO be the subgraph of G obtained from G
by deleting all vertices v E VO and all edges incident to
those vertices. Let VO be a smallest set of vertices such that
G - Vo is disconnected or IV - VoI = 1. G is
k-connected if Vo > k (Tutte [24]). We use the standard
terms biconnected and triconnected to mean 2-connected
and 3-connected, respectively.
If G is connected but G - v is disconnected, then v is
a cutvertex of G. A connected graph is nonseparable if it
contains no cutvertices. A maximal nonseparable compo-
nent of a graph is a block. A block is pendant if it has only
one cutvertex associated with it. If G is connected but G -
e is disconnected, then e is a bridge.
If a graph G can be partitioned into two components
such thatG = G U G2,E1 nE2 = , vn v2 = {u, v},
IE' > 2 and E'I > 2, then {u, v} is a separating pair.
Any edges of the form (u, v) can be assigned to either com-
ponent. Letting e = (u, v) and e2 = (u, v) be two virtual
or artificial edges, G + e and G + e are split com-
ponents of G. G can be recursively split until no more split-
ting is possible. The resulting split components are not
necessarily unique, but if all cycles and triple-bonds (three
edges in parallel) are merged, then the remaining com-
ponents are the unique triconnected-components of G,
Hopcroft & Tarjan [25].
We next define series-parallel graph. In a graph, edges
with the same end vertices are parallel edges. Two non-
parallel edges are adjacent if they are incident to a com-
mon vertex. Two adjacent edges are series edges if their
common vertex is of degree-2. Replacing a pair of series
(parallel) edges by a single edge is a series (parallel) replace-
ment. A series-parallel graph is a graph that can be reduced
to a single edge by successive series and parallel
replacements.
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A chain x in a graph is an alternating sequence of
distinct vertices and edges, v1, (v1, V2), V2, (V2, V3), v3, * .
Vk1, (Vk*1, Vk), Vk, such that the internal vertices, V2, V3,
..., Vk-1, are all of degree-2 and the end vertices, v1 and Vk,
are of degree greater than 2. A chain need not contain any
internal vertices, but it must contain at least one edge and
its two end vertices. If two chains Xi and X2 have common
end vertices u and v, ie, the chains are in parallel, then XI
U X2 is a polygon.
The following definitions pertain to reliability. A
K-tree of a graph Gk is any minimal subgraph that con-
nects all the K-vertices of GK. An edge or vertex is irrele-
vant if it does not occur in any K-tree. Any edge or vertex
which is not irrelevant is relevant. GK is coherent if KI >
1 and it contains no irrelevant edges or vertices. GK is con-
nected if its K-vertices are connected.
3. RELIABILITY-PRESERVING REDUCTIONS
In order to reduce the size of graph GK and therefore
reduce the state space of the associated reliability problem,
reliability-preserving reductions can be applied. These
reductions require only a polynomial amount of time to
carry out, but since they decrease the state space of a prob-
lem, they tend to reduce the exponential growth of a fac-
toring algorithm's backtrack search structure. Reliability
preserving reductions alter a subgraph of GK topologically
and probabilistically to obtain G'K' such that R(GK) = Q1
+ %2R(G'K'). 1 and %2 are constants derived exclusively
from the original subgraph. This definition of reduction
extends the usual definition which includes only a multipli-
cative constant. Eight representative reductions are
described
RI. Parallel reduction
Let ea = (u, v) and eb = (u, v) be two parallel edges in GK.
Then, G' is obtained by replacing ea and eb with a single
edge eC = (u, v) such thatpC = 1 - qaqb SlI = 0, Qi = 1,
K'=K. O
R2. Series reduction
Let ea = (u, v) and eb = (v, w) be two series edges in GK
such that deg(v) = 2 and v 0 K. Then, G' is obtained by
replacing ea and eb with a single edge eC = (u, w) such that
PC =PaPb ll=0,Q2 = 1,K' =K. O
R3. Degree-2 reduction
Let ea = (u, v) and eb = (v, w) be two series edges in GK
such that deg(v) = 2 and u, v, w E K. Then, G' is ob-
tained by replacing ea and eb with a single edge e, = (u, w)
such thatpc = PaPb/(l - q.qb) %l = 0, Q)2 (1 - qqb),
K' = K - v. El
Satyanarayana & Wood [26] introduce the polygon-
to-chain reductions. If a graph contains a polygon after all
RI, R2 and R3 reductions have been applied, then this
polygon is one of seven types and can be replaced by a
chain of length 1, 2, or 3. A table of all seven reductions is
in Wood [13, 27] and Satyanarayana & Wood [26].
R4. Polygon-to-chain reductions
Let Ai in GK be a type i polygon. Then, G' is obtained by
replacing Ai with the chain Xi. El = 0; Q2, new edge
reliabilities, and K' are as given in Wood [27]. OL
R5. Bridge contraction
Let ea be a relevant bridge in GK. Then, G' = G*ea K' -
Kifu,vOK,orK' =K-u-v+uUvifuEKorv
EK.Q1 =0,22= Pa.
R6. Irrelevant component deletion
Let G = (V0, E°) be a connected component of G which is
connected to the rest of G via a cutvertex vo. If K n (V -
v°) = 0 then the component Go is irrelevant and a reduc-
tion is obtained by deleting the component; ie, G' = G -
(V0 - vo), K' = K, Q1 - 0,2 =- 1. Any self-loop is irrele-
vant and its deletion is included in this category. C3
R7 & R8 are not widely known. R7 is general, and is
the dual of a type 1 polygon-to-chain reduction in a planar
graph with KI = 2. R8 is trivially derived by factoring on
the edge ea, hence its name. It is an example of a reduction
with a non-zero additive term.
R7. Degree-3 reduction
Let x be a degree-3 vertex in GK such that ea = (u, x), eb =
(x, v) and e, = (x, y) such that K = {u, v}. Let e, = (u, y)
and eS = (v, y) be two new edges. Then, G' = G - ea - eb
- ec + er + es, Pr = Pa/(Pa + qapc), Ps = Pb/(Pb + qbPc),
Il = ° Q2 = (Pb + qbPc) (Pb + qbPc). El°
R8. Trivial reduction
Let ea = (u, v) in GK where K u{U, v}. Then, G' = G -
ea, K' = K, Q1 =Pa and %2 = qa. L
Finally, we discuss one more reduction and the transi-
tion from reduction to decomposition (not to be confused
with pivotal decomposition). LetGo = ({u, v, x, y}, {(u, x),
(u, y), (y, x), (y, v), (x, v4). be a subgraph of G such that {u,
v} is a separating pair. G is a Wheatstone bridge. Johnson
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[11] gives a set of Wheatstone bridge reductions which
reduce a Wheatstone bridge in GK to a single edge for
certain configurations of the K-vertices associated with the
subgraph. However, any component between a separating
pair may be reduced to a chain of 1, 2, or 3 edges [27], and
it follows that all Wheatstone bridges can be reduced to a
chain. These completely general reductions have not been
cataloged anywhere but are easily derived.
The fact that any component between a separating
pair can be reduced to a chain implies that an infinite class
of reductions can be obtained by: 1) cataloging subgraphs
between a separating pair, and 2) providing the ap-
propriate chain and formulas to carry out the reduction.
Of course, at some point this becomes very inefficient and
the graph recognition problems nontrivial. One must be
able to solve the graph isomorphism problem which is not
known to be of polynomial complexity, Garey & Johnson
[28]. Triconnected decomposition can be used instead.
Here, up to 4 K-terminal reliability problems are defined
on a minimal component between a separating pair (a
triconnected component without the virtual edge). Then
use the reliabilities, which are recursively computed, to
replace the triconnected component by a chain while
preserving reliability [27]. This topic is not pursued further
because the backtrack search structure associated with
such an algorithm is not a simple binary structure and no
complexity results are known for such problems. However,
it appears that triconnected decomposition can be a very
powerful technique.
4. A FACTORING ALGORITHM
Below we describe a general framework Fo for exact
computation of network reliability via factoring. To be a
complete algorithm, a set of reductions R and an edge-
selection strategy S must be specified along with the
framework. An edge-selection strategy is a set of rules
which indicates which edges can be selected for factoring.
Such a strategy is well-defined only if, at every stage of the
factoring algorithm, there exists at least one edge which
satisfies the specified rules. Since any factoring algorithm
requires a framework, a set of reductions, and an edge-
selection strategy, the algorithms in this paper are specified
in terms of a triple (FO, R, S). Variations on this template
are possible but most, if not all, the factoring algorithms
discussed in the literature can be equivalently analyzed in
terms of (FO, R, S).
The input graph GK is connected and nonseparable.
Otherwise, its blocks can be easily identified via bicon-
nected decomposition, Tarjan [29], and R(GK) can be com-




Input: A nonseparable graph GK with associated edge
probabilities.







Input: Graph GK with associated edge reliabilities.




2. M2 - 1.
3. If GK is disconnected then Return (0).
4. If IKI = 1 then Return (1).
5. Delete any isolated vertices from GK.
6. Until no reductions can be made or [E] 1 do
Begin
(a) Perform a reduction from R on GK to
obtain G'K' and QN and Q2 such that R(GK)
= Q1 + %2R(G'K').
(b)M1 - M1 + M2Q2.
(c) M2 - M2%2.
(d) GK- G'K'-
End
7. If GK is an edge ei with IK = 2 then Return (Ml
+ M2pi)
8. If IK 1 then Return (M1 + M2)
9. Select an edge ei using strategy S.




Step 5 in REL can be considered to be a special type of
reduction but is included here so that: 1) the algorithm ter-
minates successfully, independently of the reductions
which are employed, and 2) the backtrack conditions after
the reductions are as simple as possible.
The complexity of Fo depends on what sort of reduc-
tions are used and how much work is required to select an
edge for factoring. However, since the number of calls to
REL is generally exponential, while the reductions and
edge-selection strategies are of polynomial complexity, we
can use the number of calls to REL as a measure of
algorithmic complexity. Each call to REL corresponds to a
node of the related binary backtrack search structure. A
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leaf node (leaf) is a node with no further nodes below it.
Figure lb is an example of a backtrack search structure
with five nodes, three of which are leaves. Let N(GK) and
L(GK) denote, respectively, the number of nodes and the
number of leaves in the search structure associated with a
factoring algorithm applied to GK. Then, L(GK) = (N(GK)
+ 1)/2 since the search structure is binary, and thus,
L(GK) can and will be used as the measure of the complexi-
ty of a factoring algorithm. An edge-selection strategy S
for factoring algorithm is said to be optimal with respect to
reductions R if L(GK) is minimized by S.
The next section shows how L(GK) can be analyzed us-
ing several graph invariants and how optimal edge-
selection strategies can be devised with respect to certain
sets of reductions.
5. GRAPH INVARIANTS AND
FACTORING THEOREMS
Factoring theorems defined on several different graph
invariants are presented in this section so that they can be
used in the next section for analyzing factoring algorithms
for computing network reliability. Salient properties of
these graph invariants are listed.
A factoring theorem defined on a graph GK and with
respect to any edge e = (u, v) E E, establishes a relation of
the following form on a real-valued function f(GK):
f(GK) = g1(e)f(GK,*e) + g2(e)fGK - e)
where gl(e) and g2(e) are real-valued functions, G*e = (V
- u - v + u U v, E - e), G - e = (V, E - e), K' and
K" are special sets of vertices, G*e is G with e contracted,
and G - e is G with edge e deleted. G*e and G - e are the
graphs induced by factoring on e; this is not the usual
graph-theoretic definition of induced. Factoring theorems
exist for many different functions defined on G, usually
whereAG) corresponds to some graph invariant. The most
commonly known factoring theorem, at least outside of
network reliability circles, is probably that theorem
associated with the number of spanning trees in a graph,
T(G).
We next define several graph invariants, and give a
factoring theorem associated with the invariant, along with
other pertinent properties. These properties are used to
analyze the complexity of factoring algorithms described
in the next section.
Spanning trees
Invariant: r(G) = the number of spanning trees in G.
Property 1:
a. r(G) = r(G*e) + T(G - e) Factoring theorem.
b. r(G) = r(G*e) iff e is a bridge.
c. r(G) = 0 iff G is disconnected.
r(G) is used to analyze a simple factoring algorithm for
computing R(Gv), in Ball [7] and Johnson [11].
To discuss the next invariant domination, several new
definitions are needed [21]. Aformation of GK is a set of
K-trees whose union is GK; GK has no formations if it con-
tains any irrelevant edges or is disconnected. Let NO be the
number of odd cardinality formations of GK, and Ne be the
number of even cardinality formations of GK.
Domination
Invariant: D(GK) = |No - Ne|
Property 2:
a. If D(GK) > 0, then D(GK) = D(GK*e) + D(GK -
e) Factoring theorem.
b. D(GK) is invariant under Ri, R2 and R5 reduc-
tions.
c. D(GK) = 0 iff G is noncoherent.
d. D(GK) = 1 iff GK is a K-tree or is series-parallel
reducible to a K-tree.
Domination was first investigated in the context of
inclusion-exclusion algorithms for computing network
reliability in directed graphs [20] and in undirected graphs
[21]. It was then used by Chang [10] and Satyanarayana &
Chang [12] for the analysis of factoring algorithms for
computing K-terminal reliability. D(GK) is equivalent to
the number of certain rooted acyclic orientations of G [29],
and D(Gv) is equivalent to the absolute value of the
chromatic polynomial evaluated at -1. Johnson [11]
discusses other relationships.
The last invariant, minimum domination, was in-
troduced by Satyanarayana [23] and further developed by
Chang [10] for analyzing factoring algorithms for the all-
terminal problem. This is extended, with some restrictions
on IKI, to the K-terminal problem by Wood [13]. Johnson
[11] shows that minimum domination is equivalent to the
Crapo beta-invariant defined on the graphic matroid.
Minimum domination
Invariant: u(G) = mi D(GK)
K. 3K=2
Property 3:
a. If it(G) > 0, then i(G) = IL(G - e) + u(G*e)
Factoring theorem.
b. If A(G) > 0, then p(G) is invariant under series and
parallel replacements.
c. 1(G) > 0 iff G has no self-loops and is bicon-
nected.
d. IL(G) = 1 iff G is a single edge or biconnected
series-parallel graph.
274
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6. ANALYSIS OF FACTORING ALGORITHMS
This section shows how: 1) the factoring theorems
and other properties associated with r(G), D(GK), and li(G)
can be used to analyze the worst-case complexity of a fac-
toring algorithm, and 2) they can be used to determine an
optimal edge-selection strategy S given a framework F and
a set of reductions R.
All-Terminal Reliability and Spanning Trees
We begin by investigating a very simple algorithm
employing only R5 and R6 reductions (bridge-contraction
and irrelevant component deletion) on the all-terminal
problem [7, 10]. Assume that the input graph G is con-
nected and VI > 2.
Lemma 1: Let Gv be a connected graph and let G' v be
the graph obtained by applying any R5 or R6 reductions,
then r(G) = r(G'), ie, r(G) is invariant under R5 and R6
reductions performed on Gv.
Proof: Let e be a bridge in G. Then,
r(G) = T(G*e) + r(G - e) by property la
= r(G *e) by property Ic since G - e is disconnected.
But G *e is the graph produced by an R5 reduction on Gv,
so r(G) is invariant under this reduction. Since the only ir-
relevant component in an all-terminal problem is a self-
loop, and no self-loops are in a spanning tree, r(G) is in-
variant under deletion of irrelevant components.
Theorem 1: For an algorithm of the form (FO, {R5, R6},
S) applied to the all-terminal problem, an arbitrary edge-
selection strategy S is optimal and produces L(Gv) = r(G).
Proof: The theorem is obviously true if E = 1. Assume
it is true for IEI = 2, ..., n - 1 and suppose that G has
IE = n. If Gv admits any reductions yielding G' v then
r(G) = r(G') by lemma 1
= L(G' ) by the induction hypothesis since
E' An-i
= L(Gv) by definition.
If Gv does not admit any reductions, and edge e is ar-
bitrarily selected for factoring, then
L(Gv) = L(Gv, *e) + L(Gv - e) by definition
= T(G *e) + r(G - e) by the induction hypothesis
= r(G) by Property la
So, no matter how clever one is in devising an edge-
selection strategy for the all-terminal problem, an
algorithm of the form (Fo, {R5, R6}, S) produces exactly
r(G) leaves. This result also implies a polynomial-time
method for estimating the algorithm's computational re-
quirements which are generally exponential. This is true
since, through Kirchoff's well-known matrix-tree theorem,
r(G) equals the determinant of a modified adjacency
matrix for G.
K-Terminal Reliability and Domination
Unfortunately, the above results do not extend to
K-terminal reliability because no factoring theorem holds
for the graph invariant: the number of K-trees in GK. The
graph invariant domination provides a more flexible tool
for analysis of K-terminal reliability than does r(G).
Satyanarayana & Chang [12] use domination to determine
the optimality of an edge-selection strategy in a factoring
algorithm using Rl and R2 (parallel and series) reductions.
Here we give an equivalent analysis which includes R5
(bridge contraction) reductions.
The edge selection strategy S = SI which we propose
to use in the K-terminal algorithm (Fo, {RI, R2, R5 }, S) is
Si = {Select any edge e E E such that both GK' *e and GK
- e are coherent. }
That Si is well-defined for this algorithm follows from
lemma 2 [12].
Lemma 2: Let GK be a coherent graph which admits no
series or parallel reductions and has D(GK) > 1. Then,
there exists an edge e which satisfies SI.
Topologically based procedures for identifying edges satis-
fying SI will be presented after showing the optimality of
this strategy.
It was originally hypothesized that an edge-selection
strategy which created irrelevant components might be
good since those components could be deleted in the
resulting graphs. As theorem 2 shows, however, this is not
the case. The proof is included here as a model for
reference.
Theorem 2: For any algorithm of the form (Fo,I{R, R2,
R5}, S), edge-selection strategy S = Si is optimal for any
K-terminal problem on GK, and L(GK) = D(GK) for such
an algorithm.
Proof: Let L be the set of leaf node graphs producved by
the algorithm using an arbitrary S. L will consist of two
disjoint sets: L1, those leaf node graphs which are single
edges after all reductions have been applied and whose
proper ancestor graphs are coherent; and L2, those leaf
node graphs which are not coherent before application of
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any reduct'ions or which have a proper ancestor which is
not coherent. Now define N2 to be all those graphs in the
search structure which are noncoherent but whose proper
ancestors are all coherent. Every G'Ki E L2 has an ancestor
in N2. Therefore I N21 IL2 1. Now, L1 and N2 taken with
their ancestors form a binary structure such that
D(GK) = c D(G,1)GlKjEL1 UN2




0 by properties 2c and 2d
GgjEN2
= ILIi. (4)
Eq. (3) follows from the invariance of domination under
RI, R2, and R5 reductions (property 2b) and repeated ap-
plication of the factoring theorem associated with domina-
tion (property 2a). Eq 4 follows from properties 2c and 2d
and the fact that the only coherent leaf node graphs pro-
duced by the algorithm are single edges which have D(GKi)
= 1. Thus, D(GK) = IL1 K IL = L(GK). But Lemma 2,
property 2c, and the definition of S1 show that edges can
always be selected for factoring such that N2 = 4. Thus,
L(GK) = D(GK) and this is the best that can be done. LI
The only gap in the above analysis is to provide a
polynomial-time, topological method of determining an
edge e which satisfies Sl. It is easy to develop an 0( IEl 2)
procedure based on repeatedly deleting and contracting
each edge in E until an edge e is found such that both
GK' *e and GK - e contain no irrelevant blocks and K'
> 1. The blocks can be checked using the 0(IEl) bicon-
nected decomposition. Satyanarayana & Chang [12] claim
that an 0( El) procedure can be devised but provide no
details. Based on their work, the details are given below,
Assume, without loss of generality, that all cutvertices are
in K.
1. Isolate from GK a pendant block GK'. If GK is
nonseparable, then let GK' = GK.
2. If IK' = V' or G' is triconnected, then any
edge e E E' satisfies Si except an edge e = (u, v) when K'
=u, v}.
3. Otherwise, select any vertex ul 0 K'. If Gtk -u-
is coherent, then any edge (ul, u2) E E' satisfies Sl.
4. Otherwise, there exists a triconnected component
G of G0 with separating pair {v1, v2} containing only one
virtual edge e = (vI, v2), and containing no K-vertices ex-
cept possibly v, or v2 but not both. Any real edge e E E in
this triconnected component satisfies Sl.
The above procedure is 0( lEl ) since steps 1 and 3 can be
carried out using an 0( IEl) biconnected decomposition of
G', and steps 2 and 4 can be carried out using the 0( El)
triconnected decomposition algorithm.
There is no known way to compute D(GK) through a
polynomial-time procedure; only exponential-time factor-
ing algorithms are known for this purpose. Thus, there is
no efficient method for estimating the amount of time re-
quired by the factoring algorithm unless the graph has a
special structure. However, it is possible to make some
specific comparisons between the above algorithm and the
algorithm (Fo, {R5, R6}, S). For the all-terminal problem
on a complete graph, for instance, r(G) = VI VI -2 while
D(GK) = (I VI - 1)!, an appreciable improvement. In
general, D(GK) ( r(G). However, it is possible to have
D(GK) exponential in the number of K-trees. Chang [101
gives an example where the number of K-trees in a graph is
lvi butD(GK) = 21Vl.
Finally, D(GK) is invariant under R8 (trivial reduc-
tions) as long as D(GK) > 1. This is true since any edge of
the form (u, v) where K = {u, v} is in every formation of
D(GK). Also, since the optimal algorithm never creates ir-
relevant components, the R6 reduction could be added to
the algorithm although no reduction in L(GK) would be
achieved. Thus, theorem 2 also holds for an algorithm
(Fo,{R1, R3, R5, R6, R8}, S1).
K-Terminal Reliability and Minimum Domination
The final algorithm is of the form (Fo,{R1, R2, R3,
R4}, S). Since the optimal edge-selection strategy never
creates irrelevant components, the algorithm could also in-
clude the R5 reduction. Satyanarayana [231 & Chang [10]
use the graph invariant minimum domination to analyze
the all-terminal reliability problem using a factoring
algorithm with R2 and R3 (degree-2 and parallel) reduc-
tions. Of course, R2 and R4 (series and polygon-to-chain)
reductions never arise in an all-terminal problem. He
shows that L(Gv) = 1(G) is optimal and always
achievable. This says, in effect, that the all-terminal prob-
lem using (Fo,{R1, R3 }, S) with an optimal edge-selection
strategy is as easy as the easiest 2-terminal problem defined
on G using the algorithm of the previous section. Wood
[13] then shows that L(GK) = At(G) is achievable using a
restricted edge-selection strategy for (FO,{RI, R2, R3, R4}J
S) when 2 < IKI < 5 or l VI - 2 < IKI 4 VI. Thus,
minimum domination results are brought into the realm of
K-terminal problems in a limited fashion but covering the
important two-terminal problem. Wood [13] also shows
that problems with 2 ( IKI < 5 will sometimes produce
fewer than A(G) leaves if either a less restricted edge-
selection strategy is used or the trivial reduction is added to
the algorithm.
Minimum domination results for the K-terminal prob-
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this analysis, we consider the algorithm (Fo,{R1, R2, R3,
R4}, S) where S is restricted to be a subset of S2:
S2 = {Any edge e E E may be selected except one such
that
IK'I = linGK,*e.}
Speculation about a good edge-selection strategy for
this algorithm was similar to speculation about the
algorithm of the previous section: It seems that one should
factor so as to create separable graphs then compute the
reliability of the separable components individually.
However, the optimal strategy in S2 is:
and S3 is a completely optimal strategy for the all-terminal
problem. However, it is possible to relax S2 when 2 < KI
< 5 and produce fewer than A(G) leaves. Thus, problems
with IKI small may be easier than problems with IKI
large, a result which is contrary to the results of the
previous section.
How much better is an algorithm which produces it(G)
leaves than an algorithm which produces D(GK) leaves?
Since, Ai(G) min D(GK), for certain configuration ofK.IKI -2
K-vertices in G there is no difference. However, the dif-
ference can be exponential. For example, Wood [13]
displays a modified ladder graph with D(GK) = 3 x
2(IE1-7)/3 and 14(G) = 2.
S3 = {Any edge e E E may be selected if G*e and G - e
are biconnected and have no self-loops. }
Two additional lemmas are necessary to establish that
S3 is the optimal subset of S2. Lemma 3 follows directly
from the definitions of Rl-R4 reductions and property 3b.
Lemma 3: If G is biconnected, then A(G) is invariant
under any RI, R2, R3, and R4 reductions applied to GK.
Lemma 4: LetGKwith2( IKjI Sor IVt -2( IJKI
VI and ,4(G) > 1, be a graph which admits no RI, R2,
R3, or R4 reductions. Then there exists an edge e satisfying
S = S2 nS3.
Examples can be given to show that lemma 3 will not hold
when 6 IKtI ( Vt - 3.
It follows from lemma 3 that when KI is in the
specified range it is always possible to find an edge e such
that A(G*e) > 0 and 4(G - e) > 0. Then, applying the fac-
toring theorem and other properties associated with
minimum domination it is possible to prove theorem 3.
Theorem 3: Let GK be a coherent biconnected graph and
with IKI > 2. Then, for an algorithm of the form (Fo,{Rl,
R2, R3, R4}, S), S = S2 n 53 is the optimal edge-selection
strategy among all strategies S C S2, and 1(G) = L(GK)
for this strategy. Theorem 3 can be established through
properties 3, lemma 3 and 4, and the fact that KI will
always remain in the specified range as the algorithm fac-
tors. The proof is omitted but parallels theorem 2, ie, using
the edge-selection strategy S2 n S3, the backtrack search
structure will have leaf-node graphs GK such that
11(G) = I#(G ) - . 1 IL - L(GK)
G%iELA GlKJEL
Based on triconnected decomposition, an O(1El) pro-
cedure for finding an edge satisfying S = S2 n S3 iS out-
lined [13].
For the all-terminal problem the requirement in the
proof of theorem 3 that S belongs to S2 is trivially satisfied,
7. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the computation of K-terminal
network reliability by factoring algorithms. A general
factoring algorithm can be specified by a triple (F, R, S)
where F is the algorithmic framework, R is a set of
reliability-preserving reductions and S is an edge-selection
strategy for factoring. An optimal edge-selection strategy
for an algorithm with a given framework and set of
reductions is that strategy which produces the fewest leaves
in the associated backtrack search structure. Using
theorems and other properties of certain graph invariants,
optimal edge-selection strategies can be determined for
factoring algorithms which employ specific sets of
reductions.
The next step in devising even better factoring
algorithms for the K-terminal reliability problem may
come from the introduction of new reliability-preserving
reductions and from edge-selection strategies even less
restrictive than S3. For example, if the R7 or R8 reduction
is added to the algorithm (Fo,{R1, R2, R3, R4}, S2 n S3)
but used only when ,u(G) > 0 in the reduced graph, then
L(GK) must be reduced over the algorithm without the ad-
ditional reductions. However, if application of one of
these reductions produces a separable graph G, then ,(G)
= 0 and the minimum domination analysis falls apart.
Analysis must be extended to include biconnected decom-
position which would handle blocks individually. Hybrid
algorithms which include biconnected and triconnected
decomposition should be investigated to determine under
what circumstances these methods are preferable to simple
factoring.
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